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ZAFU EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION & ASANA CUSHIONS 

THE 

7 CHAKARA COLLECTION

Within the body, there are seven major energy centers located along the spine,
along an energy line called sushumna. This line travels from the base of the
spine to the crown of the head, and is the central channel of the energy
centers, the chakras. Chakra is an ancient Sanskrit word which means wheel
or disk

The glow signifies the movement of prana (life), the invisible vital life source.
This prana is what keeps us alive.

Through meditation and yoga one can merge all chakras into one. This stage is
called “divinity” or “nirvana”



Moon Shaped Embroidered Zafus

Seven Chakra Collection

HYZa-418-1

Seven chakra embroidered crescent Moon Zafu 
cushion in black

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-5

Seven chakra embroidered crescent Moon Zafu 
cushion in Navy blue



HYZa-418-2

Round seven chakra embroidered zafu 
cushion-black

HYZa-418-2a

Round Shaped  Embroidered Zafus

Seven Chakra Collection

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



Zafu cushion seven chakras embroidered with buckwheat filling and easy carry on handle are 

popular with mediators since the cushion allows for ample support that is easily adjustable during 

meditation and exercise sessions.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, is lightweight, very

malleable and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the

cushion to breathe and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms ( L x B x H). Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and 

easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal 

and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-4
rectangle seven chakra embroidered zafu 

cushion-navy blue

HYZa-418-3
Rectangle seven chakra embroidered zafu cushion-black

Rectangular Embroidered Zafus

Seven Chakra Collection



ZAFUS EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION & ASANA CUSHIONS

THE 

Aum COLLECTION

Aum or Om (in Devanagari ॐ) is one of the most sacred symbols in 
Hinduism.
Hindus consider Aum to be the universal name of the Lord and that it 
surrounds all of creation.
Aum is said be the cosmic sound or the sound  the universe emits.
Aum is one of the most chanted sound symbols. It is believed to have a 
profound effect on the body and mind of the one who chants it and gives a 
sense of tranquility and peace.
It is believed that before you begin any endeavor if you chant Aum  you will 
be blessed with success and prosperity.



HYZa-418-58
Aum mantra embroidered round zafu 

cushion--Navy blue

Zafu cushion round with the et ernal Aum symbo l/ chant embro ider ed .

HYZa-418-61
Aum mantra embroidered round zafu 

cushion—Olive Green

Round Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-63
Aum mantra embroidered round zafu 

cushion--Magenta

Zafu cushion round with the eternal Aum symbo l/ chant embro ider ed .

HYZa-418-66
Aum mantra embroidered round zafu 

cushion—Black

Round Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-70
Aum mantra embroidered round zafu 

cushion—White/off white

Zafu cushion round with the et ernal Aum symbo l/ chant embro ider ed .

HYZa-418-73
Aum mantra embroidered round zafu 

cushion—Rust

Round Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



Zafu cushion embro ider ed with buckwheat  fill ing and easy carry on handle are

popular with mediators since the cushion allows for ample support that is easily adjustable

during meditation and exercise sessions.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very

malleable and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the

cushion to breathe and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms ( L x B x H). Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-56
Aum mantra embroidered rectangular bolster 

zafu cushion-navy blue

HYZa-418-59
Aum mantra embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Olive Olive Green

Rectangular Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection



HYZa-418-65
Aum mantra embroidered rectangular bolster 

zafu cushion-black

HYZa-418-62
Aum mantra embroidered rectangular 

bolster zafu cushion-magenta

Rectangular Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Zafu cushion embro ider ed with buckwheat  fill ing and easy carry on handle are

popular with mediators since the cushion allows for ample support that is easily adjustable

during meditation and exercise sessions.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very

malleable and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the

cushion to breathe and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms ( L x B x H). Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-68
Aum mantra embroidered rectangular bolster 

zafu cushion-off white

HYZa-418-71
Aum mantra embroidered 

rectangular bolster zafu cushion-Rust

Rectangular Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Zafu cushion embro ider ed with buckwheat  fill ing and easy carry on handle are

popular with mediators since the cushion allows for ample support that is easily adjustable

during meditation and exercise sessions.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very

malleable and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the

cushion to breathe and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms ( L x B x H). Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-57

Aum Mantra embroidered crescent Moon Zafu 
cushion in Navy Blue

HYZa-418-60

Aum Mantra embroidered crescent Moon Zafu 
cushion in Olive Green

Moon Shaped Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-64

Aum Mantra embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in Magenta

HYZa-418-67

Aum Mantra embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in black

HYZa-418-68

Aum Mantra embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in off-white

HYZa-418-72

Aum Mantra embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in Rust

Moon Shaped Embroidered Zafus

AUM Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



ZAFUS EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION CUSHIONS

Sacred Geometry Collection

Sacred geometry involves sacred universal patterns used in the design of
everything in our reality, most often seen in sacred architecture and sacred art.
The basic belief is that geometry and mathematical ratios, harmonics and
proportion are also found in music, light, cosmology. This is attributed to the belief
that God created the universe according to a geometric plan which has ancient
origins.
Here we have displayed one of the sacred geometry’s design of Flower Of Life



Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

HYZa-418-96b
Flower of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-black

Zafu cushion round with Geometric Mandala embroidered .

.

HYZa-418-93
Flower of life embroidered 

round zafu cushion-off white

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-96
Flower of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Rust

HYZa-418-96c
Flower of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Navy Blue

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

Zafu cushion round with Geometric Mandala embroidered .

.

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-102
Flower of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Magenta

HYZa-418-98
Flower of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion- Olive Green

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

Zafu cushion round with Geometric Mandala embroidered .

.

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-92

Flower of life embroidered crescent Moon Zafu 
cushion in Off - white

HYZa-418-97b

Flower of life embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in black

HYZa-418-97c

Flower of life embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in Navy blue

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy removal 

and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-101

Flower of life embroidered crescent Moon Zafu 
cushion in magenta

HYZa-418-97

Flower of life embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in rust

HYZa-418-100

Flower of life embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in Olive Green

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-94

Flower of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-off white

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

HYZa-418-95b

Flower of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-black



HYZa-418-95c

Flower of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Navy Blue

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

HYZa-418-95

Flower of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Rust



HYZa-418-99

Flower of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion- Olive Green

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

Sacred Geometry Zafus 
Flower of Life 

HYZa-418-103

Flower of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Magenta



ZAFUS EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION CUSHIONS

Tree of Life Collection

The Tree of Life has many references in almost all religions of the world

In Christianity - The tree of life first appears in Genesis 2:9 and 3:22-24 as the
source of eternal life in the Garden of Eden, from which access is revoked when
man is driven from the garden. It then reappears in the last book of the Bible,
the Book of Revelation, and most predominantly in the last chapter of that book
(Chapter 22) as a part of the new garden of paradise.

In Buddhism - The Bo tree, also called Bodhi tree, according to Buddhist
tradition, is the pipal (Ficus religiosa) under which the Buddha sat when he
attained Enlightenment (Bodhi) at Bodh Gaya

In Chinese mythology, a carving of a tree of life depicts a phoenix and a dragon;
the dragon often represents immortality. A Taoist story tells of a tree that
produces a peach of immortality every three thousand years, and anyone who
eats the fruit receives immortality.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodhi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ficus_religiosa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon


Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 

HYZa-418-78
Tree of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Rust

Zafu cushion round with Tree of life embroidered .

HYZa-418-75
Tree of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-magenta

Hara Zafu cushion with buckwheat hull filling are a supremely comfortable resting place from
which to embark on the meditative travels of the mind & body. The buck wheat hull filling is 
best suited for long meditation and for doing all the yoga exercises and asanas as the hull 
adjusts and conforms to your body contours, thus provides the most optimal comfort. The hulls 
themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so minimize absorption of odors.

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed . Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 

HYZa-418-84
Tree of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Black

Zafu cushion round with Tree of life embroidered .

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 
the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-82
Tree of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Olive Green



Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 

HYZa-418-89
Tree of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Off white

Zafu cushion round with Tree of life embroidered .

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 
the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-86
Tree of life embroidered round zafu 

cushion-Navy Blue



HYZa-418-76

Tree of life embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in Magenta

HYZa-418-81

Tree of life embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in Olive Green

Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 

HYZa-418-79

Tree of life embroidered crescent 
Moon Zafu cushion in Rust

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-85
Tree of life embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in Black

Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 

HYZa-418-88

Tree of life embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in Navy Blue

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-91

Tree of life embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in Off white

Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-74

Tree of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Magenta

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-77

Tree of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Rust

Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 



HYZa-418-80

Tree of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion- Olive Green

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-83

Tree of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Black

Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 



HYZa-418-87

Tree of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Navy Blue

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-90

Tree of life embroidered rectangular bolster zafu 
cushion-Off white

Sacred Tree Zafus 

Tree of Life 



ZAFUS EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION CUSHIONS

The Scared Mantra 

Oṃmaṇi padme hūṃ is the six-syllabled Sanskrit mantra.
The first word Om is a sacred syllable found in Indian religions. The
word Mani means "jewel" or "bead", Padme is the "lotus flower" (the
Buddhist sacred flower), and Hum represents the spirit of
enlightenment.

Tibetan Buddhists believe that saying the mantra (prayer), Om Mani
Padme Hum, out loud or silently to oneself, invokes the powerful
benevolent attention and blessings of Chenrezig, the embodiment of
compassion. Viewing the written form of the mantra is said to have the
same effect
It is said that all the teachings of the Buddha are contained in this
mantra: Om Mani Padme Hum can not really be translated into a
simple phrase or sentence



The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-43
Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered 

round zafu cushion-Navy Blue

Zafu cushion round with the sacred chant of Om-mani-Pdame-Hum embroidered .

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable

and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe

and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-39
Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered 

round zafu cushion-Green



The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-50
Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered 

round zafu cushion-Magenta

HYZa-418-48
Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered 

round zafu cushion-Off White

Zafu cushion round with the sacred chant of Om-mani-Pdame-Hum embroidered .

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable

and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe

and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-55
Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered 

round zafu cushion-Navy Blue

HYZa-418-53
Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered 

round zafu cushion-Rust

Zafu cushion round with the sacred chant of Om-mani-Pdame-Hum embroidered .

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable

and conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe

and so can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-40

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in 
Olive Green

The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-45

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in 
Navy BlueOur comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-46

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in 

Off White

The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-51

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in 
MagentaOur comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-54

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in 
Rust

The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-45b

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered crescent Moon Zafu cushion in 
Black

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-41

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Green

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-42

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Black



HYZa-418-44

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Navy Blue

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 
washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-47

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Off White



HYZa-418-49

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Magenta

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

The Sacred Mantra

Om Mani Padme Hum

HYZa-418-52

Om Mani Padme Hum embroidered rectangular 
bolster zafu cushion-Rust



ZAFUS EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION CUSHIONS

The Lotus Collection

The lotus flower grows in muddy water and rises above the surface to
bloom with remarkable beauty. ... Untouched by the impurity, lotus
symbolizes the purity of heart and mind. The lotus flower represents
long life, health, honor and good luck
The unfolding petals suggest the expansion of the soul. The growth of
its pure beauty from the mud of its origin signifies spiritual growth.
The lotus flower is one of the Ashtamangala of Buddhism,
representative of creation and cosmic renewal and "primordial purity"
and shares in the chakra and mandala symbolism of the
Dharmachakra.(circle o life)
In Buddhist symbolism the lotus is symbolic of purity of the body,
speech, and mind as while rooted in the mud, its flowers blossom on
long stalks as if floating above the muddy waters of attachment and
desire. It is also symbolic of detachment as drops of water easily slide
off its petals.



The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection

Zafu cushion round with the scared lotus flower embroidery.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 

the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-22
Lotus embroidered round zafu cushion 

off-white

HYZa-418-25
Lotus embroidered round zafu cushion 

Magenta



The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection

Zafu cushion round with the scared lotus flower embroidery.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 

the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-27
Lotus embroidered round zafu cushion 

Rust

HYZa-418-31
Lotus embroidered round zafu cushion 

Olive Green



The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection

Zafu cushion round with the scared lotus flower embroidery.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 

the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-33
Lotus embroidered round zafu cushion 

Black

HYZa-418-36
Lotus embroidered round zafu cushion 

Navy Blue



HYZa-418-22

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Off white

HYZa-418-26

Sacred Lotus flower Zafu cushion in Magenta

The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-29

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Rust

HYZa-418-35

Sacred Lotus flower Zafu cushion in Magenta

The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-37

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Black

HYZa-418-38

Sacred Lotus flower Zafu cushion in Navy Blue

The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-21

Sacred Lotus flower  embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion-Off white

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-24

Sacred Lotus flower embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion-Magenta

The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection



HYZa-418-28

Sacred Lotus flower  embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion- Rust

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling

HYZa-418-30

Sacred Lotus flower embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion - Olive Green

The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection



HYZa-418-32

Sacred Lotus flower  embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion- Black

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for 

adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-34

Sacred Lotus flower embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion – Navy Blue

The Sacred Flower

The Lotus Collection



ZAFUS EMBROIDERED 
MEDITATION CUSHIONS

The Chakra Mandalas

A mandala (literally "circle") is a spiritual and ritual symbol in Hinduism
and Buddhism, representing the universe.
The meaning of mandala comes from Sanskrit meaning “circle.” Even
though it may be have features like squares or triangles, a mandala
always has a concentric (circular) nature. Symbolic Meaning of
Mandala. Mandalas offer balancing visual elements, symbolizing unity
and harmony.
The mandala represents an imaginary palace that is contemplated
during meditation. Each object in the palace has significance,
representing an aspect of wisdom or reminding the meditator of a
guiding principle. The mandala's purpose is to help transform ordinary
minds into enlightened ones and to assist with healing.
For centuries, chakra symbol mandalas have been utilized to focus in
on certain attributes of the body, mind and spirit. The premise is that
when a certain chakra (or energy center) is focused upon, the mind is
able to trigger growth and healing by connecting to the energy
resonating to that particular chakra.



Zafu cushion round with the chakra mandala embroidery.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 

the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-06
Chakra Mandala embroidered round zafu cushion 

Magenta

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection

HYZa-418-11
Chakra Mandala embroidered round zafu cushion

Off white



Zafu cushion round with the chakra mandala embroidery.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 

the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-13b
Chakra Mandala embroidered round zafu cushion

Black

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection

HYZa-418-13
Chakra Mandala embroidered round zafu cushion 

Navy Blue



Zafu cushion round with the chakra mandala embroidery.

Buckwheat hulls, an alternative natural material used to fill our zafus, are lightweight, very malleable and

conform easily to a comfortable sitting position. The hulls themselves allow the cushion to breathe and so

can minimize absorption of odors.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 15” x 6” and 12” x 6” Custom sizing also undertaken

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed. Both covers have YYK or similar quality concealed zippers for easy removal and also for adjusting 

the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.

HYZa-418-17
Chakra Mandala embroidered round zafu cushion

Olive Green

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection

HYZa-418-6a
Chakra Mandala embroidered round zafu cushion 

Rust



HYZa-418-07

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Magenta

HYZa-418-10

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Off white

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-12

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Rust

HYZa-418-15

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Olive Green

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-19

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Navy Blue

HYZa-418-19a

Sacred Lotus flower crescent moon Zafu cushion in Black

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper 

height for a more comfortable and deeper meditation and for much longer durations. This 

particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape, thus affording optimum 

comfort freeing your mind to concentrate on your mediation or performing your asanas. 

Filling available : Buckwheat hull, cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas / Duck (organic or inorganic)

Other fabrics :Jute, silk, faux leather, Jacquard etc and 
Organic fabric option : Canvas , Duck, Twill, Cotton, Bamboo (eco-friendly)

Sizes :13” x 5” x 3” (L x B x H)

Includes : One outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed 

and easily washed. Both covers have YYK or equal quality concealed zippers for easy 

removal and also for adjusting the height of the cushion by taking out or adding the filling.



HYZa-418-09

Chakra Mandala embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion-Off white

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed

HYZa-418-08

Chakra Mandala embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion-Magenta

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection



HYZa-418-14

Chakra Mandala embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion-Black

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed

HYZa-418-18

Chakra Mandala embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion - Rust

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection



HYZa-418-20

Chakra Mandala embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion- Olive Green

Our comfortable and supportive Hara Zafu cushion provides better spine alignment and proper height for 

a more comfortable and deeper meditation. This particular Zafu makes sitting meditation easier on the 

knees and ankles.

Our Buckwheat Hull filling gently conforms to your body's shape.

Other filling available : cotton, poly cot and environment friendly kapok filling

Fabric : Canvas and Twill both in organic and in-organic option.

Other fabrics :jute, silk, faux leather etc. Organic fabric option also available.

Colors : All colors available 

Sizes available : 40 x 20 x15 cms . Custom size also available

Includes : one outer cover (as seen) and one inner. So that the outer cover can be removed and easily 

washed

HYZa-418-16

Chakra Mandala embroidered rectangular bolster 
zafu cushion – Navy Blue

The Mandala 

The Chakra Mandala Collection



Why Choose Us
We are amongst one of the leading manufacturers, 
exporters and suppliers of a comprehensive assortment of 
YOGA ZAFU MEDITATION CUSHIONS. Designed using the 
finest grade fabric and the latest technology, these are 
fabricated in compliance with the international quality 
standards. Widely known among clients for the cushions 
unmatched stitching, stylish appeal and colour fastness, 
these can also be customized as per their various demands.

Features:
Ergonomic Design.
Excellent stitching
Unique colour combination
Custom Embroidery  and printing available
Fabrics : Cotton, Twill, Canvas, Jute, Jacquard
Also available 100% Organic and Eco friendly Fabric 

We make customised designs as per the requirements of 
our clients and the designs they give us at very nominal 
and affordable prices.

PEACE AND LIGHT BE WITH YOU ALWAYS 


